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Abstract

Main conclusion

The link HaWUS/HaL1L, the opposite transcriptional behavior, and the

decrease/increase in positive histone marks bond to both genes suggest

an inhibitory effect of WUS on HaL1L in sunflower zygotic embryos.

In Arabidopsis,  a  group of  transcription factors  implicated in  the  earliest

events  of  embryogenesis  is  the  WUSCHEL-RELATED  HOMEOBOX

(WOX) protein  family  including  WUSCHEL (WUS)  and other  14  WOX

protein, some of which contain a conserved WUS-box domain in addition to
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the homeodomain. WUS transcripts appear very early in embryogenesis, at

the 16-cell embryo stage, but gradually become restricted to the center of

the developing shoot apical meristem (SAM) primordium and continues to

be  expressed  in  cells  of  the  niche/organizing  center  of  SAM  and  floral

meristems to maintain stem cell  population. Moreover,  WUS  has  decisive

roles  in  the  embryonic  program  presumably  promoting  the  vegetative-

to-embryonic  transition  and/or  maintaining  the  identity  of  the  embryonic

stem cells. However, data on the direct interaction between WUS  and key

genes  for  seed  development  (as  LEC1  and  L1L)  are  not  collected.  The

novelty of this report consists in the characterization of Helianthus annuus

WUS  (HaWUS)  gene  and  in  its  analysis  regarding  the  pattern  of  the

methylated lysine 4 (K4) of the Histone H3 and of the acetylated histone H3

during the zygotic embryo development. Also, a parallel investigation was

performed  for  HaL1L  gene  since  two  copies  of  the  WUS-binding  site

(WUSATA), previously identified on HaL1L nucleotide sequence, were able

to be bound by the HaWUS recombinant protein suggesting a not described

effect of HaWUS on HaL1L transcription.
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Abbreviations

ChIP Chromatin immunoprecipitation

DAP Days after pollination

EMSA Electrophoretic mobility shift assay

ISH In situ hybridization

qPCR Real-time RT-PCR

RAM Root apical meristem

SAM Shoot apical meristem

WOX WUSCHEL-RELATED HOMEOBOX gene
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Introduction

The origin of all plants is essentially a simple mature embryo organized with

an apical–basal polarity and radial concentric tissue layers perpendicular to

the axis of symmetry. At the ends of the axis of polarity, the primary

meristems organize: the primary shoot apical meristem (SAM), at the top end,

flanked by one or two cotyledons, and the primary root apical meristem

(RAM) at the bottom end (Tten Hove et al. 2015 ).

Since the early stages of pattern formation and morphogenesis, the stem cell

pools, which are essential for the virtually unlimited post-embryonic growth,

are specified in the RAM and SAM (Scheres 2007 ). Conversely, during the

following maturation phase, storage reserves accumulate and finally the

embryo development arrests (De Smet et al. 2010 ).

A group of transcription factors (TFs) implicated in the earliest events of

embryogenesis is the WUSCHEL-RELATED HOMEOBOX (WOX) protein

family. In Arabidopsis, this family consists of 15 members: WUSCHEL

(WUS) and other 14 WOX proteins, some of which contain a conserved

WUS-box and an EAR motif in addition to the homeodomain (Haecker et al.

2004 ; van der Graaff et al. 2009 ; Lian et al. 2014 ). In the egg cell and

zygote, WOX2 and WOX8 genes are already co-expressed; on the contrary,

after the first asymmetric division of the zygote, they are confined in the

apical and basal daughter cells, respectively (Haecker et al. 2004 ).

Successively, the functional organization of both meristems depends on WOX

family members, WOX5 in the RAM, and WUS in the SAM, respectively

(Laux et al. 1996 ; Mayer et al. 1998 ; Sarkar et al. 2007 ).

WUS transcripts appear very early in embryogenesis, at the 16-cell embryo

stage, long before a meristem is evident, and gradually become restricted to

the center of the developing SAM primordium (Mayer et al. 1998 ; Schoof et

al. 2000 ). WUS continues to be expressed in cells of the niche/organizing

center (OC) of SAM and floral meristems to maintain stem cell population

(Laux et al. 1996 ; Mayer et al. 1998 ; Lohmann et al. 2001 ). Also, WUS has

decisive roles in the embryonic program of Arabidopsis thaliana to determine
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two cell populations with very different identities: the protoderm and the inner

cells (reviewed in Tten Hove et al. 2015 ). To date, it is interesting to note that

the relationship between WUS function and master TFs essential to regulate

seed development as LEC1-type HAP3 family CCAAT-box binding factors

(LEC1 and LEC1-LIKE; Sreenivasulu and Wobus 2013 ; Hilioti et al. 2014 )

is poorly investigated. In fact, only one report suggest that WUS-dependent

exclusion of LEC1 activity in the putative OC is required in order to fully

maintain the embryonic potential in Arabidopsis (Zuo et al. 2002 ).

The protein WUS acts by directly binding to its own specific motifs in more

than one hundred of target promoters and preferentially affects the expression

of genes with functions in hormone signaling, metabolism, and development

(Busch et al. 2010 ; Zhou et al. 2014 ). Surprisingly, several data suggest that

WUS acts as a bifunctional TF (Lohmann et al. 2001 ; Leibfried et al. 2005 ;

Ikeda et al. 2009 ).

In a postulated model, that regards the SAM, vegetative stem cell homeostasis

is controlled by the interaction between WUS and the CLAVATA (CLV) genes,

which are required to rapidly down-regulate WUS in apical daughter cells

after cell division (Schoof et al. 2000 ). WUS promotes the expression of

CLV3 which, in turn, via activation of the signaling pathway dependent by

CLV1/CLV2 protein complex, acts on WUS transcription and limits the size of

the WUS-expressing OC (Brand et al. 2000 ; Schoof et al. 2000 ). The ability

of the protein WUS to migrate to adjacent cells and activate its own negative

regulator is unique to plant stem cell niches (Yadav et al. 2011 ). A second

model, with more complex interactions, regards floral meristems. WUS is

expressed early during flower development, but is extinguished after that

carpel primordia are established (Doerner 2001 ). This derives in that WUS

establishes a regulatory loop with its own negative regulator AGAMOUS

(AG), necessary to terminate the maintenance of floral stem cells. It was

hypothesized that the suppression of WUS activity by AG happens in part

post-translationally (Lenhard et al. 2001 ), namely through their respective

protein product interaction, because it is still observed when WUS is not under

control of its own promoter (Doerner 2001 ). Nevertheless, it was

demonstrated that AG achieves the temporally precise repression of WUS

expression through two parallel mechanisms: the direct repression of WUS

through transcription inhibition, and the transcriptional activation of

KNUCKLES, which in turn acts to repress WUS (Shiraishi et al. 1993 ; Liu et

al. 2011 ; Sun et al. 2014 ). Also, WUS is under hormonal influence:
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cytokinins positively regulate WUS expression in the SAM (Kwon et al.

2005 ; Gordon et al. 2009 ), but primary SAM initiation and maintenance do

not depend on auxin signaling that is implicated in the repression of

meristematic features, especially in the context of cotyledon or leaf

primordium formation (Furutani et al. 2004 ; Hay et al. 2004 , 2006 ).

However, WUS expression during somatic embryogenesis appears to be auxin-

dependent (Su et al. 2009 ).

The tissue specificity of WUS transcription seems to involve, in a

combinatorial manner, distinct regulatory regions placed in the promoter. In

particular, a 57 bp regulatory region is all that is required to control the

boundaries of AtWUS transcription in the SAM stem cell niche (Bäurle and

Laux 2005 ).

WUS regulation can be also subjected to mechanisms usually defined

epigenetic (Ptashne 2013a, b; Iwasaki and Paszkowski 2014 ; Kim and Su

2014 ; Steffen and Ringrose 2014 ). Basing on the observation that the gene

AtGCN5, coding a histone acetyltransferase, is required to control floral

meristem through the WUS/AG pathway, it has been supposed that the histone

acetylation possibly restricts the WUS expression domain within the floral

meristem turning on a WUS repressor (Bertrand et al. 2003 ). Acetylation, a

post-translational modification that affects H3 and H4 histones, is performed

by highly specific enzymes identified in both plants and animals (Finley and

Copeland 2014 ). Histone modification system interplays and cross-talks with

DNA methylation status that in turn affects the degree and location of histone

post-translational modifications (Collings et al. 2013 ; Rivera et al. 2014 ). In

the promoter region, the methylation of DNA directly lays down the silencing

of transcription. In animals, DNA methylation regards cytosines placed in the

dinucleotide CpG, but in plants the CpHpG and CpHpHpG patterns can also

be involved. DNA methylation, catalyzed by the DNA methyltransferases

(DNMTs), can be reversed by the Ten-Eleven Translocation (TET) proteins in

mammalian (Wu and Zhang 2010 ) and the Demeter (Dme) family of DNA

glycosylases in plants (Zhu 2009 ).

In this report, we characterized the gene WUS in Helianthus annuus

(HaWUS). Also, we analyze the status of the methylated lysine 4 (K4) of the

Histone H3 and of the acetylated histone H3 coupled to HaWUS, in

correlation with HaWUS expression pattern during the zygotic embryo

development. Then we focus on the putative link between HaWUS and HaL1L

(two copies of the WUS-binding site (WUSATA) were found in the HaL1L
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nucleotide sequence; Salvini et al. 2012 ) which can result in an unknown

effect of HaWUS on HaL1L transcription. In A. thaliana, AtL1L and its

closely related AtLEC1 encode two peptides which represent the LEC1-type b

(or HAP3) subunits of NF-Y TFs. AtL1L and AtLEC1 share a common origin

and are both required for the embryogenesis and for the re-acquisition of

embryonic competence, but it is not clear if with redundant roles (Lotan et al.

1998 ; Stone et al. 2001 ; Kwong et al. 2003 ; Braybrook and Harada 2008 ).

In the Helianthus genus, HaL1L mRNA is highly accumulated during both

zygotic and somatic embryogenesis (Fambrini et al. 2006 ). In particular, in

epiphyllous plants, HaL1L marks the putative founder cells of ectopic

embryos (Chiappetta et al. 2009 ). In sunflower, HaL1L is under regulation

through DNA methylation and by potential interactions with hormones and

TFs (Salvini et al. 2012 ).

Materials and methods

Plant material and growth condition

Sunflower plants (Helianthus annuus L.) from the inbred line HOR were

grown in field conditions (Experimental fields, University of Pisa, Pisa, Italy).

Plant growth conditions were as previously described (Berti et al. 2005 ).

Briefly, progenies were grown using 50 cm inter-row spacing with 25–30 cm

between plants (about 8–9 plants m ).

Isolation of the HaWUS gene and its flanking 5′- and
3′-region

Genomic DNA was extracted from young leaf blades of 25–30-day-old plants

with the Nucleon DNA extraction and purification protocol for plant tissue

(GE Healthcare Europe, UK), according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Sequence information from the previously characterized HaWUS cDNA was

used to isolate by PCR the intron/exon region of HaWUS (Salvini et al.

2012 ). HaWUS-specific primers WUS1F (Supplemental Table S1 and

Supplemental Fig. S1) (located 66 nucleotides upstream from the ATG) and

WUS2R (Supplemental Table S1 and Supplemental Fig. S1) (located 90

nucleotides downstream from the translational stop codon) were used. The

PCR conditions were 94 °C for 4 min, 35 amplification cycles (30 s at 94 °C,

30 s at 58 °C, 1 min 40 s at 72 °C), and a final extension of 7 min at 72 °C.

Genome Walker DNA walking was used to find genomic DNA sequences

adjacent to the 5′- and 3′-region of the HaL1L gene (Siebert et al. 1995 ). For

−2
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the 5′ RAGE, genomic DNA was digested with AleI restriction enzyme and

ligated to Genome Walker Adaptor, according to the manufacturer’s

instructions (Clontech-Takara Bio Inc., Otsu, Japan). The first PCR was

conducted with the AP1 primer provided in the kit and the HaWUS-specific

primer WUSRAGE1 (Supplemental Table S1). The nested PCR was

conducted with the nested adaptor primer (AP2) and the nested HaWUS-

specific primer WUS15R (Supplemental Table S1). For the 3′ RAGE, genomic

DNA was digested with AleI restriction enzyme and attached to Genome

Walker Adaptor, according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Clontech-

Takara). The first PCR was conducted with the AP1 primer provided in the kit

and the HaWUS-specific primer WUS3WALK1 (Supplemental Table S1). The

nested PCR was conducted with the nested adaptor primers AP2 and the

nested HaWUS-specific primer WUS3WALK2 (Supplemental Table S1). The

PCRs were conducted in conditions recommended by manufacturer (Clontech-

Takara).

All PCR products were separated by electrophoresis on a 1.5 % TAE agarose

gel and visualized with ethidium bromide under UV light. Selected amplified

products were purified using the Wizard  SV Gel and PCR Clean-UP System

(Promega Corporation, Madison, WI, USA), inserted into the pGEM-T Vector

(Promega), and transformed in Escherichia coli JM109 competent cells

(Promega). Plasmid DNA was prepared using Wizard Plus Minipreps DNA

Purification Kit (Promega). Several clones were automatically sequenced on

both strands by MWG Eurofin Operon (Ebersberg, Germany). Sequence data

were deposited in GenBank under the following accession number LN811433.

In silico analysis

The genomic sequence was analyzed by the following software: GENESCAN

available at http://www.mobyle.pasteur.fr/cgi-bin/portal.py?form=genescan;

FASTA, BLAST, and CLUSTALW available sites http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ and

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/; TSSP at the site http://molbiol-tools.ca

/Promoters.htm. The intron, as well as upstream and downstream regions of

the HaWUS gene was searched for putative TF-binding sites using

TRANSFAC (Transcription Factor Binding Sites Database) (Wingender et al.

2001 ) (http://www.gene-regulation.com/) and MatInspector, which utilizes

the PLACE database for plants cis-elements (http://www.genomatix.de/cgi-bin

/eldorado/main.pl). The upstream region was searched for putative promoter

sequence using the PromoterInspector software available at

http://www.genomatix.de/cgi-bin/eldorado/main.pl. (Cartharius et al. 2005 )

®

®
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PROMO, available at http://alggen.lsi.upc.es/cgi-bin/promo_v3/promo

/promoinit.cgi?dirDB=TF_8.3, was also used to detect putative TF target sites

(Messeguer et al. 2002 ; Farré et al. 2003 ).

Database search and phylogenetic analysis

Database searches were carried out using the BLAST program at the National

Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) (Altschul et al. 1997 );

moreover, PROSITE and PFAM databases were searched to identify

conserved domains (Bateman et al. 2002 ; Falquet et al. 2002 ) (Supplemental

Fig. S2). Alignment was performed with the BLOSUM matrix using the

ClustalW algorithm-based AlignX module from Mega4. Phylogenetic

relationships were calculated using UPGMA (Unweighted Pair Group Method

with Arithmetic Mean) (Sneath and Sokal 1973 ) and bootstrap values with

100 replicates were determined using the Mega4 package (Tamura et al.

2007 ). The predicted protein sequences used to generate the tree are listed in

the caption of Fig. 3 .

Modeling the three-dimensional structure (3D) of WUS
domain

The HLH region of HaWUS was identified based on the known structures of

from other species (Supplemental Fig. S2) Additionally, the entire sequence

was subjected to GENO3D (Combet et al. 2002 ) and the model pdb2m0cA

was chosen in the template analysis for protein conformational sampling

(Supplemental Fig. S3). The algorithm is freely accessible at http://geno3d-

pbil.ibcp.fr. The ten possible structures returned as output files were displayed

by Deep View/Swiss Pdb-viewer (4.1 version) available at

http://www.expasy.org/spdbv/ (Guex and Peitsch 1997 ).

Construction of digoxigenin-RNA probes

For probes, a 712 bp HaWUS fragment was amplified with gene-specific

primers WUSPE, and WUSRESP (Supplemental Table S1), while a 676 bp

HaKNOT2 fragment, of a class I KNOX gene (GenBank accession number

AM991290.1), was amplified with gene-specific primers KNOT2F, and

KNOT2R (Supplemental Table S1). In the PCR amplifications, cDNAs were

used as template. The fragments obtained were cloned into pGEM -T easy

vector (Promega). Plasmid DNA was prepared using Wizard Plus Minipreps

DNA Purification Kit (Promega). Selected clones were automatically

sequenced on both strands and then they were used as template to synthesize

®
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digoxigenin (DIG)-labeled RNA sense and antisense probes, according to the

DIG-RNA Labeling Kit protocol (Roche).

In situ hybridization

From the inbred line HOR, zygotic embryos at 10 and 26 days after

pollination (DAP), and vegetative shoots (VS) of 25–30-day-old plants were

excised and fixed in p-formaldehyde. The materials were dehydrated, paraffin

embedded, cut into 8 µm sections, and hybridized at 45 °C overnight to

DIG-labeled HaWUS and HaKNOT2 RNA probes according to Jackson

( 1991 ). For immunological detection, the slides were processed according to

Chiappetta et al. ( 2009 ). Accumulation of HaWUS and HaKNOT2 transcripts

was visualized as a violet/brownish stain.

Gene expression analysis by real-time RT-PCR (qPCR)

Helianthus annuus total RNA was extracted from zygotic embryos collected

at 5, 13, and 30 days after pollination (DAP) and mature leaves (15 cm long)

of 60-day-old plants. Extraction was performed using the TriPure Isolation

Reagent, according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Roche). The RNA

integrity was controlled by gel electrophoresis and treated with RNase-Free

DNase (Life technologies, Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.) following the

manufacturer’s instructions. The HaWUS cDNA nucleotide sequence is

available in nucleotide database at EMBL with the accession number

HE616565 (Salvini et al. 2012 ).

Real-time quantitative qPCRs were performed using a Real-time Step One

(Applied Biosystem, Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc, USA) and gene-specific

primers for HaL1L, HaWUS, and HaACT2. Quantitative PCR was performed

using 20 ng of cDNA and Power SYBR Green RNA-to-Ct 1 Step Kit (Applied

Biosystem, Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc. USA, cat. Num. 4389986),

according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The thermal cycling conditions

of RT-PCR were as follows: Reverse transcription: 48 °C-30′; Activation:

95 °C-10′; Cycling: 40 cycles 95 °C-15′/60 °C-30′; Melt curve:

95 °C-15″/60 °C-15″/95 °C-15″. Relative quantification of specific mRNA

levels was performed using the comparative 2  method (Livak

and Schmittgen 2001 ). Expression values were normalized using the

housekeeping gene HaACT2 mRNA, encoding a β-actin (ACT2) (GenBank

accession number FJ487621.1) and leaf mRNAs were used as reference

sample. The primers used to amplify HaACT2 cDNA were QACTF and

-∆∆CT
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QACTR. Primers used to amplify HaWUS cDNA were QWUSF and QWUSR.

Primers used to amplify HaL1L cDNA were QL1LF and QL1LR

(Supplemental Table S1).

Electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA)

The EMSAs were performed according to protocols described in Salvini et al.

( 2012 ), and here briefly summarized. Firstly, an analysis of the amino acid

sequence, deduced from HaL1L cDNA, was performed by PROSO II software

(http://mips.helmholtz-muenchen.de/prosoII/prosoII.seam), and PredictProtein

software (https://www.predictprotein.org/). This approach allowed choosing a

fragment of 122 aa, at protein N-terminal tail, that contains the DNA-binding

domain and is soluble in a wheat germ cell-free protein system for the in vitro

transcription–translation. A linear DNA template construct, coding the above

protein fragment, was produced with the RTS Wheat Germ LinTempGenSet (5

PRIME, Hamburg, Germany). All the necessary PCRs were performed using

the ExpandTM High Fidelity PCR System (Roche). Successively, the DNA

template construct was used for the recombinant protein synthesis in an in

vitro eukaryotic cell-free protein synthesis system based on a wheat germ

lysate, the RTSTM Wheat Germ Continuous Exchange Cell-Free (CECF) in

vitro protein expression reactions (5 PRIME). The 6His-tagged WUS

recombinant protein was purified under native conditions by PerfectPro

Ni–NTA Agarose (5 PRIME) and employed in EMSAs that were performed

with DIG-labeled synthetic double-strand oligonucleotides 39 bp long, as

probes, according to DIG Gel Shift Kit, 2nd generation (Roche) protocol. The

DIG-labeled probes were prepared starting from 39 mer single-strand sense

oligonucleotides, named EMSA3 and EMSA6 along with their complementary

antisenses, corresponding to the HaL1L intron and 5′ upstream region, near

the CG riche isle (IS1) analyzed as regards DNA methylation (Salvini et al.

2012 ), respectively, and containing the WUSATA motif (according to Bao et

al. 2004 ). The sequence of EMSA3 sense was

5′-CACGTTTGATACGCGATATTAAAAAATGAGTTGAGAGA-3′, and of

EMSA6 sense was

5′-TATGTATATATGATGTCATTAATATGATGTTATATATTC-3′, where the

WUSATA motifs, in the two opposite orientation, are underlined. The

oligonucleotides were purchased from Eurofin MWG Operon. Unlike with

what is described in Salvini et al. ( 2012 ), the reaction mixtures were loaded

onto a 2 % agarose gel in 0.5× TBE buffer. The gel was pre-run (10 min) and

run at 50 V/cm. Loading buffer without bromophenol blue was added to the

samples, meanwhile loading buffer with bromophenol blue was loaded in an
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empty lane of the gel to follow the run. After the run, the gel content was

transferred to a positively charged membrane (Roche) by capillarity. Finally,

chemiluminescent detection was conducted as described in the DIG Gel Shift

Kit (Roche) procedure to make visible the protein/probe complex.

Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP)

The ChIP protocol, substantially according to Lawrence et al. ( 2004 ), and the

utilized solutions are exhaustively described in Supplemental Materials and

methods. In brief, ChIPs were performed starting from isolated nuclei of

embryos at 13 and 30 DAP, and from mature leaves (data not shown). The

chromatin (Ch), with cross-linked proteins, was extracted and fragmented by

sonication to an average fragment size of 400–500 bp. The Ch was

immunoprecipitated with anti-acetyl histone H3 rabbit polyclonal antibodies

(MILLIPORE ChIP grade, cat. 06-599, 1 mg/ml). The employed immunogen

is a linear peptide corresponding to human histone H3 acetylated at the

N-terminus. Also, anti-trimethyl K4 histone H3 rabbit polyclonal antibodies

(ABcam ChIP grade, ab8580, 1 mg/ml) were used. The immunogen was a

synthetic peptide corresponding to the first 100 amino acids of human histone

H3 containing K4me3. As shown in the alignment of the H3 protein sequences

of human origin, plants (e.g., H. annuus) and protozoan (Supplemental Fig.

S4), the amino acids are highly conserved, in particular as regards the Ks,

which can be acetylated, and the K4 which can be methylated; so we decided

that the above-mentioned antibodies are capable of specifically interacting

with H. annuus histone H3. Also, the utilized ABcam and Millipore products

were found used in several analogous published studies (e.g., ChenlongLi et

al. 2009 ; Zheng et al. 2014 ). Moreover, polyclonal IgGs (ab27478), purified

from serum collected from a rabbit prior to immunization, were utilized as a

control for non-specific interactions (examples of signals relative to

non-specific products are shown in Supplemental Fig. S5 and Supplemental

Fig S6). Finally, as a quality control for successful ChIP, negative and positive

controls were performed by PCRs, that confirm the absence of amplification

products corresponding to a fragment (698 bp) of the CACTA transposable

element Tetu1 (Fambrini et al. 2011 ; Supplemental Fig. S7), and the presence

in the ChIP samples of the housekeeping genes HaACT2, amplified with

QACTF and QACTR (Supplemental Fig. S8), or pyruvate phosphate dikinase

(PYR) (DH0AG10ZA12RM1, A. thaliana putative orthologue At4g15530),

amplified with PYRF and PYRR (Hewezi et al. 2006 ) (Supplemental Table

S1).
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qPCR on ChIP material

The used apparatus for qPCR was Real-time Step One (Applied Biosystem,

Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., USA). The qPCR run method was: Holding

stage 95°-15″/Cycling stage: 40 cycles at 95° for 15″/Melt curve stage

95°-15″/60°-1′/95°-15″ (0.3 increment).The kit used was FAST SYBR Green

(Applied Biosystem, Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc USA, c.n. 4385612). The

primer combinations were Is1-L1LF, Is1-L1LR; TATA-L1LF, TATA-L1LR;

L1L-3ENDF, L1L-3ENDR for HaL1L; TATA-WUSF, TATA-WUSR;

3END-WUSF, 3END-WUSF for HaWUS (Supplemental Table S1 and

Supplemental Fig. S9).

Relative quantification of specific DNA levels was performed using the

comparative  2  method (Livak and Schmittgen 2001 ). The Input

Method was used as this includes normalization in the respect of INPUT

SAMPLEs that represent the starting amount of chromatin used in the ChIP.

The data were also normalized in the respect of housekeeping genes HaACT2

(Hewezi et al. 2006 ) (Supplemental Table S1), according to Perrella et al.

2013 . The data were correct for dilutions subtracting the opportune values

from the sample Ct values, so for the input fraction, that was usually used as a

1 % dilution of the starting sample, 6.644 cycles (i.e., log  of 100) had to be

subtracted.

Statistical analysis

In each experiment, the values displayed on graphs are means (±SD) from

three independent qPCR analyses with 3–4 different RNA or ChIP replicates

for each embryo phase or for leaf. All qPCR analyses were performed with

three different replicates in each run for all biological samples. Data were

treated using ANOVA test (ANalysis Of VAriance between groups) available

at http://www.physics.csbsju.edu/stats/anova.html, and means were compared

by Tukey’s test available at http://faculty.vassar.edu/lowry/hsd.html.

Results

Organization of genomic DNA region containing HaWUS

We had already isolated a cDNA relative to HaWUS containing the entire

coding region (CDS), the 3′ end, until the poly(A) tail and a 5′ border

fragment (Salvini et al. 2012 ). Information, derived from the cDNA

nucleotide sequence, has been used to sequence and analyze a genomic DNA

-∆∆CT

2
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fragment containing the entire HaWUS gene. A first portion consisting in the

full-length intron/exon region (comprehensive of three exons and two introns)

1046 bp in length has been amplified by PCR with the WUS1F/WUS2R

primers (Fig. 1  and Supplementary Fig. S1). The positions of introns have

been deduced by comparing HaWUS cDNA (Salvini et al. 2012 ) with the

genomic DNA sequence. The introns (239 and 565 bp, respectively) had

recognizable canonical GT/AG borders. Next, genomic DNA walking has

been used to isolate the flanking regions of the HaWUS gene (Supplementary

Fig. S1). Amplified products, 3586 bp long, have been cloned and sequenced.

They have been found to extend 703 bp to the 5′ end and 2962 bp toward the

3′ end, respectively, when the putative HaWUS transcription start site (TSS)

has been chosen as the start nucleotide for sequence numeration (−1/+ 1). The

promoter region of HaWUS has been located by TSSP, available at the site

http://www.sofberry.com/, basing the search on the consensus sequences that

in plants characterize regions flanking the coding sequence. The TSS has been

identified in the CA dimer, where the adenine residue represents the first

transcribed nucleotide (Fig. 1 a, b; Supplementary Fig. S1). The YR-rule

(where TSS is R underlined, Y stands for C or T and R stands for A or G) is

respected as many as 77 % of the Arabidopsis promoters. Also, a Initiator

motif (Inr) is visible surrounding the TSS: YYANYY, where TSS is

underlined, and Y = C/T; N = any base. The HaWUS promoter is of the ‘TATA

type’ for the sequence TTATA found at -33 bp before the TSS (Fig. 1 a, b;

Supplementary Fig. S1). A CC dimer, upstream of TATA box and specific to

plants, and a Y-Patch motif (CTCCCT) contiguous to TSS at its 5′ side are

also present (Fig. 1 a, b; Fig. S1).

Fig. 1

Schematic  representation  of  the  WUSCHEL  gene  of  Helianthus  annuus

(HaWUS).  The  GenBank  accession  number  is  LN811433.  a  The  light  blue

rectangle  indicates  the  promoter  region  of  HaWUS.  The  CCAAT  target

sequence  for  NF-Y  is  in  red  characters.  CA  indicates  the  putative  HaWUS

transcription  start  site  (TSS)  as  well  as  the  start  of  nucleotide  sequence

numeration (−1/+1). ATG and TAATGA represent the HaWUS translation start

and stop codons, respectively. The green rectangles represent the three exons of

HaWUS  joined  by  two  introns  depicted  as  lines.  The  orange  rectangle

represents  the 3′-region of  HaWUS.  The transcript  cut  site  (TA) is  shown in

light blue. b The nucleotide sequence of the HaWUS  proximal promoter. The

TATA Box is written in italic and bold characters. The CC dimer, upstream of

the  TATA box and specific  for  plants,  is  in  red  characters.  CA,  the  putative

HaWUS transcription start site (TSS) and start nucleotide sequence numeration
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(−1/+1),  is  underlined.  The Y-Patch, specific  to  proximal plant  promoters,  is

boxed. The ATG is written in bold and green characters

A survey of the amino acid sequence of HaWUS and a 3D
modeling of its WOX domain

The coded protein, deduced from the nucleotide sequence of the HaWUS

genomic DNA, has been compared with the amino acid sequences of WUS

and WOX family proteins of A. thaliana (Supplemental Fig. S2). The WOX

domain (from T28 to K89), the WUS-box (from T236 to H243) and the

EAR-like motif (from L281 to L286) have been identified in HaWUS,

according, with minor differences, to Haecker et al. ( 2004 ), van der Graaff et

al. ( 2009 ), Ikeda et al. ( 2009 ), and Lian et al. ( 2014 ). Also, an acidic region

from E216 to E229 is conserved in HaWUS in the respect to the fragment

L234–A247 of AtWUS (Ikeda et al. ( 2009 ). In particular, as regards the WOX

domain, the helix-turn-helix (HTH) motif of pfam00046 family has been

recognized, both by searching into the Conserved Domain Database (CDD) at

NCBI (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov) and by the program InterPro at

EMBL-EBI (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/). The HTH motif is typical of the

homeobox domain, or homeodomain (IPR001356 in InterPro), and it is

characterized, in the simplest form, by two alpha-helices, joined by a short

turn (Rosinski and Atchley 1999 ). A HTH motif, in tri-helical form, spanning

from T32 and R87, has also been built in the 3D structure of the HaWUS

WOX domain (Supplemental Fig. S3) by an in silico analysis with GENO3D

algorithm (http://geno3d-pbil.ibcp.fr) (Combet et al. 2002 ). Moreover, the

HTH motif resulted actually able to bind the WUSATA motives placed both in
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the promoter and in the intron of HaL1L, as demonstrated by EMSAs

performed with a WUS recombinant protein containing the fragment T32-R87

(see the section below dedicated to EMSAs and Salvini et al. 2012 ).

A phylogenetic analysis was performed employing a data set including some

of the published amino acid sequences of WUS of other species and the A.

thaliana WOX family. The resulting UPGMA phylogenetic tree confirms that

the HaWUS belongs to the WUS protein subgroup well separated, with a 100

bootstraps value, from the WOX protein subgroup (Fig. 2 ).

Fig. 2

Phylogenetic tree obtained with the UPGMA method. The relationships between

9 WUS proteins including HaWUS and the A. thaliana WOX family are shown.

The consensus radial  tree was inferred by UPGMA (Unweighted Pair  Group

Method with Arithmetic Mean), with 100 as bootstrap replicates, using Mega4

software (Tamura et  al.  2007 ).  HaWUS: Helianthus annuus  WUS,  GenBank

accession  HE616565.1;  AtWUS:  Arabidopsis  thaliana  WUS,  GenBank

accession  NM_127349;  GmWUS:  Glycine  max  WUS,  GenBank  accession.

XP_003517180;  NsWUS:  Nicotiana  sylvestris  WUS,  GenBank  accession.

XP_009792214;  StWUS:  Solanum  tuberosum  WUS,  GenBank  accession

XP_006340731;  MtWUS:  Medicago  truncatula  WUS,  GenBank  accession

XP_003612158;  MdWUS:  Malus  domestica  WUS,  GenBank  accession

XP_008337592;  SlWUS:  Solanum  lycopersicum  WUS,  GenBank  accession

ADZ13564; AmWUS: Antirrhinum majus WUS, GenBank accession Q6YBV1;

AtWOX1:  A.  thaliana  WOX1,  GenBank accession  AY251394;  AtWOX2:  A.

thaliana  WOX2,  GenBank  accession  NM_125325;  AtWOX3:  A.  thaliana

WOX3,  GenBank  accession  NM_128422;  AtWOX4:  A.  thaliana  WOX4,

GenBank  accession  FJ440850;  AtWOX5:  A.  thaliana  WOX5,  GenBank

accession  AY251398;  AtWOX6:  A.  thaliana  WOX6,  GenBank  accession

AY251399;  AtWOX7:  A.  thaliana  WOX7,  GenBank  accession  NM_120659;

AtWOX8:  A.  thaliana  WOX8,  GenBank accession  AY251400;  AtWOX9:  A.

thaliana  WOX9,  GenBank  accession  AY251401;  AtWOX10:  A.  thaliana

WOX10,  GenBank accession  NM_101923;  AtWOX11:  A.  thaliana  WOX11,

GenBank  accession  AY251402;  AtWOX12:  A.  thaliana  WOX12,  GenBank

accession  AY251403;  AtWOX13:  A.  thaliana  WOX13,  GenBank  accession

AY251404; AtWOX14: A. thaliana WOX14, GenBank accession NM_101922.

Scale bar represents the number of amino acid substitutions per site. As support

for the tree, the bootstrap value at the node, separating the WUS proteins from

the WOX proteins, is 100
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HaWUS can bind WUSATA motif on HAL1L promoter

To obtain more information about the putative action of the TF HaWUS on the

expression of HaL1L (Salvini et al. 2012 ), we extended the analyses of the

recombinant WUS protein ability to binding the WUSATA motifs placed near

the Isle1 (IS1) in the HaL1L promoter (according to Bao et al. 2004 ). IS1 is a

region of particular interest being subject to variations in the pattern of DNA

methylation during embryonic development of sunflower (Salvini et al.,

2012 ). An EMSA was performed according to Salvini et al. ( 2012 ), with a

recombinant WUS protein that coincides with the amino terminus of the

protein and contains the DNA-binding domain. The employed probe consisted

in a 39 mer single-strand oligonucleotide identical to the HaL1L nucleotide

sequence carrying the WUSATA motif and placed near IS1.

We found that the recombinant WUS protein was able to bind and slow down

the probe, as the protein/probe complex was electrophoretically delayed in

comparison to the free probe (Fig. 3 : lanes 2 and 1, respectively). The binding

specificity was proved by the ability of an excess of unlabeled probe to

remove the labeled probe from the complex with the recombinant WUS

protein (Fig. 3 : lane 3). As a control of the EMSA procedure, an analogous

analysis regarding the WUSATA motif located in the HaL1L intron was
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performed as already described in Salvini et al. 2012  (Fig. 3 : lanes 4, 5 and

6).

Fig. 3

HaWUS binds to HaL1L in the IS1-5′ and the intron regions. Immunodetection

of  EMSA  performed  with  recombinant  WUS  (RW).  Lane  1,  4  free  probes

consisting in DIG-labeled 39 ds oligonucleotides containing the WUS-binding

motif. Lane 2, 5 RW/probe complexes delayed in comparison to the free probes.

Lane 3, 6 the probes are removed from the complexes with RW by the unlabeled

39 ds oligonucleotides. Lanes 1, 2, and 3 are referred to IS1-5′ region; lanes 4,

5,  and 6  are referred to  the intron region.  For  a description of  the construct

containing a recombinant  WUS protein fragment,  see Fig.  5  in  Salvini  et  al.

2012

HaWUS transcript localization

In situ hybridization on sections of sunflower zygotic embryos at 10 and 26

DAP revealed that HaWUS marks few cells in the shoot apical meristems

(SAMs) (Fig. 4 a, c). No transcription was detected with the sense RNA

probes (Fig. 4 b, d). In non-meristematic cells of 26 DAP embryos, a

non-specific staining was detected (Fig. 4 e). It could be related to the high

accumulation of oil bodies in this developmental phase and/or to the long

incubation with NBT requested for the hybridisation signal detection (DIG

Application Manual for Nonradioactive In Situ Hybridization 4th Edition,

Roche, 2008). In situ hybridization on sections of sunflower SAMs

demonstrated that HaWUS RNA accumulates in small group of cells in the

center of the SAM underneath the outermost cell layers of the meristem

(Fig. 5 a, b). This expression pattern is consistent with the results observed in

zygotic embryos and post-embryonic tissues of A. thaliana (Mayer et al.
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1998 ). In longitudinal sections of SAMs, a class 1 KNOTTED-like gene of

sunflower HaKNOX2 transcripts was strongly detected in the meristematic

dome, while incipient leaf primordia were lacking of signal (Fig. 5 c). No

transcription was detected with the sense RNA probes of both genes (Fig. 5 d,

e).

Fig. 4

Patterns of transcript localization of HaWUS andHaWUS transcript localization

in  sunflower  (Helianthus  annuus)  embryos  of  10  (a)  and  26  (b)  days  from

pollination (DAP) in the inbred line HOR. In longitudinal sections of embryos,

hybridized with antisense HaWUS  probe, RNA accumulation is detected in a

small  domain  in  the  center  of  the  shoot  apical  meristem  (arrows).  c,  d

Longitudinal section of 10 and 26 DAP embryos hybridized with sense probe

from  HaWUS,  respectively.  Note  the  absence  of  hybridization  signal  in  the

regions corresponding to the RNA accumulation detected in a and b. e A closer

view  of  cotyledonary  cells  of  26  DAP  embryos  (b)  characterized  by

non-specific staining. The same signal was detected in cotyledonary cells of 26

DAP hybridized with a sense probe (d). Bars 170 µm in a, 280 µm in b, 175 µm

in c, 260 µm in d, and 31 µm in e

Fig. 5

Patterns  of  transcript  localization  of  HaWUS  and  HaKNOT2 transcripts  in

sunflower  (Helianthus  annuus)  vegetative  shoot  apical  meristems  (VS)  of  a

25–30-day-old plants in the inbred line HOR. a, b Longitudinal sections of VS

hybridized with antisense probe from HaWUS. RNA accumulation is detected in
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a  small  domain  in  the  center  of  the  meristem (arrowheads).  c  Longitudinal

section of a VS hybridized with antisense probe from Ha-KNOT2  (GenBank

accession number AM991290.1).  d,  e  Longitudinal  section of  VS hybridized

with sense probe from HaWUS and HaKNOT2, respectively. Bars 80 µm in a,

110 µm in b, 200 µm in c, 270 µm in d, and 220 µm in e

Putative target sites of regulatory proteins are located
throughout the HaWUS sequence

A typical putative target sites for NF-Y TF are easily recognizable in the

CCAAT sequence, localized at -682 bp from TSS. Also, putative target sites

of both positive and negative regulatory proteins have been found scattered

throughout the HaWUS genomic sequences by the MatInspector software

(Cartharius et al. 2005 ). Sites with matrix similarity 0.9 are shown in

Supplemental Figs. S10, S11, S12, and S13. Other putative target sites that

were detected by the software PROMO (Messeguer et al. 2002 ; Farré et al.

2003 ) are discussed.

Gene expression analysis by qPCR

To inspect the expressions of HaWUS and HaL1L during embryo

development, an analysis of the steady-state mRNAs has been performed in 5,

13, and 30 DAP embryos for both genes (Fig. 6 ). The mRNAs coding the two

TFs display an opposite behavior, and the amount of HaWUS mRNA remains
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essentially the same from 5 to 13 DAP, but increases significantly with the

embryo development (Fig. 6 a). Conversely, HaL1L mRNA shows the highest

value in 5 DAP embryo, gradually decreases and reaches its minimum in 30

DAP embryos (Fig. 6 b). Leaf mRNA, which was found to contain both

HaL1L and HaWUS mRNA, was used as reference sample (Supplemental Fig.

S14).

Fig. 6

Steady-state levels of HaWUS and HaL1L mRNA in embryos at different DAP.

Relative transcript values were calculated using leaf as reference sample. Each

value  is  the  mean  ±  SD  of  three  biological  replicates  (n  =  3).  Values  are

significantly different (*P < 0.05; **P < 0.01) according to Tukey’s test

Histone marks along HaWUS and HaL1L genomic regions
revealed by ChIP analysis

A ChIP analysis was performed to detect the pattern of arrangement of the

histone marks along HaWUS and HaL1L genomic regions and to examine if
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changes occur during embryo development.

Our investigation has been focused on the placement of the acetylated form of

histone H3 and of the histone H3 bearing a tri-methylated lysine in the fourth

position of the amino acid sequence.

We have analyzed the genomic regions starting from the promoters, where we

have surveyed the areas around the TATA-boxes, and a 3′END coding region

(Fig. 7 ; Supplemental Fig. S9). Also we have analyzed a promoter region of

HaL1L (Fig. 7 ; Supplemental Fig. S9), named IS1 that represents a gene

section subjected to variation in the DNA methylation degree during embryo

development (Salvini et al. 2012 ).

Fig. 7

Schematic  representation  of  the  WUSCHEL  (HaWUS,  a)  and  LEAFY

COTYLEDON1-LIKE  (HaL1L,  b) genes of Helianthus annuus.  The GenBank

accession  numbers  for  HaWUS  and  HaL1L  are  LN811433  and  AJ879074,

respectively. The blue rectangles indicate the 5′ promoter regions of both genes.

The  green  and  red  triangles  represent  the  translation  start  and  stop  codon,

respectively. The light blue rectangles represent the exons of both genes joined

by introns depicted as lines. For the HaL1L, the position of two GC rich isles (1

and 2)  is  reported. The primer combinations TATA-WUSF/TATA-WUSR and

3END-WUSF/3END-WUSR  for  HaWUS,  and  Is1-L1LF/Is1-L1LR,

TATA-L1LF/TATA-L1LR, and L1L-3ENDF/L1L-3ENDR for HaL1L are written

in  red  letters  and  the  arrows  indicate  the  5′–3′-primer  direction.  The  red

rectangles,  neighboring  to  primers,  indicate  the  PCR-amplified  products.  In

brackets is indicated the length (bp) of each PCR-amplified product
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For both genes, it has been observed the same distribution of H3K4me3

showing lower levels in the regions of the TATA-boxes and higher levels in

the coding parts, in addition, for HaL1L, the lowest amount is in the IS1

(Fig. 8 a, b). Examining the embryo development, it has been revealed that

H3K4me3 maintains the proportions between the different gene segments both

for HaWUS and HaL1L (Supplemental Fig. S15); however, a general increase

on HaWUS, and a decrease on HaL1L were revealed in 13 in comparison to 30

DAP embryos (Supplemental Fig. S15).

Fig. 8

Relative amounts of DNA for HaWUS and HaL1L associated with H3K4me3 as

determined  by  ChIP-qPCR  in  embryos  of  13  DAP  (a)  and  30  DAP  (b).

Chromatins,  extracted  and  immunoprecipitated  with  anti-  H3K4me3,  were

qPCR  amplified  to  scan  the  areas  around  the  TATA-boxes  and  the  coding

regions both for HaWUS and HaL1L. Also the IS1 promoter region of HaL1L,

subjected  to  variation  in  the  DNA  methylation  degree  during  embryo

development  (Salvini  et  al.  2012),  was  analyzed.  Relative  quantification  of

specific DNA levels was performed using the comparative 2 − ∆(∆Ct)2

method (Livak and Schmittgen 2001). The obtained values were normalized to

ACT2 and to INPUT DNA (chromatin before immunoprecipitation). Bars  are

means of (±SD) from three independent qPCR analyses with 3–4 different ChIP

replicates for each embryo phase. All qPCR analyses were performed with three

different  replicates  in  each  run  for  all  biological  samples.  Values  are

-∆∆CT
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significantly different (*P < 0.05; **P < 0.01) according to Tukey’s test

Analogous conclusions have been drawn as regards the distribution pattern

along the two genes and the behavior during embryo development when the

ChIP has been performed to study the linkage of acetylated H3 to both

HaWUS and HaL1L (Fig. 9 a, b; Supplemental Fig. S16).

Fig. 9

Relative amounts of DNA for HaWUS  and HaL1L  associated with acetylated

H3 as determined by ChIP-qPCR in embryos of 13 DAP (a) and 30 DAP (b).

Chromatins, extracted and immunoprecipitated with anti-acetyl H3, were qPCR

amplified to scan the areas around the TATA-boxes and the coding regions both

for HaWUS and HaL1L. Also the IS1 promoter region of HaL1L, subjected to

variation in the DNA methylation degree during embryo development (Salvini

et al. 2012), was analyzed. Relative quantification of specific DNA levels was

performed  using  the  comparative  2  −  ∆(∆Ct)2  method  (Livak  and

Schmittgen 2001).The obtained values were normalized to ACT2 and to INPUT

DNA (chromatin before immunoprecipitation). Bars are means of (±SD) from

-∆∆CT
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three independent qPCR analyses with 3–4 different ChIP replicates for each

DAP embryo phase.  All  qPCR analyses  were  performed with  three  different

replicates  in  each  run  for  all  biological  samples.  Values  are  significantly

different (*P < 0.05; **P < 0.01) according to Tukey’s test

Discussion

WUS, a bifunctional transcription factor

Despite the positive effect on the expression of AG and CLV3, WUS must be

considered a bifunctional TF (Ikeda et al. 2009 ). In fact, ARABIDOPSIS

RESPONSE REGULATOR7 (ARR7) was found to be a direct target of WUS

which exerts an inhibitory effect. In Arabidopsis, the protein AtWUS

regulates the expression of AG by binding the second intron and ARR7 by

binding the 5′-upstream region (Lohmann et al. 2001 ; Leibfried et al. 2005 ;

Ikeda et al. 2009 ), in correspondence of a specific nucleotide motif named

WUSATA.
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Bifunctional TFs, depending on the target gene, are known both in animals

(Adkins et al. 2006 ; Staller et al. 2015 ) and plants. For example, Pti4, a

transcriptional activator of tomato (Solanum lycopersicum), and Arabidopsis

WRKY53, activate or repress the expression of genes, depending on the

nature of the promoter sequence of their target genes (Miao et al. 2004;

González-Lamothe et al. 2008 ).

AtWUS may be functionally converted from repressor to activator by not

identified factors that interact with a specific region of the protein, the “WUS

box” (Kieffer et al. 2006 ), in the C-terminal tail. The “EAR-like” motif is

also necessary for the repressive role of AtWUS, differently from the “acidic

region” that has a weak positive role on gene transcription (Ikeda et al. 2009 ).

All the above three motives are conserved in HaWUS: “acidic region”

(EMFENRDQDEEQGE), “WUS box” (TLPLFPIH), and “EAR-like”

(SLELSLN). HaWUS also contains the typical helix-turn-helix (HTH) of the

homeodomain to make intimate contacts with the DNA of target genes

(Supplemental Fig. S2).

HaWUS could have the gene HaL1L as a putative target. Two motives for the

protein HaWUS binding have been identified in the nucleotide sequence of

HaL1L, b subunit of a NF-Y TF, one of which is located in the intron and the

other near to a 5′ region subjected to DNA methylation (Salvini et al. 2012 ;

this report). The kind of action exerted by HaWUS on HaL1L has not been

investigated, so we are not able to define if an activating or a repressive effect

is established. However, our investigation, performed on developing embryos

in sunflower, shows that the two TF mRNAs display opposite behaviors

consistent with an inhibitory effect of HaWUS on HaL1L. This could be in

agreement with the repressive action of AtWUS on AtLEC1 expression during

embryogenesis (Zuo et al. 2002 ). However, to date, no works have definitely

proved whether AtLEC1 and its closely related AtL1L have redundant or

distinct roles, even if different function during embryogenesis seems likely

considering their specific expression patterns (Kwong et al. 2003 ; Santos-

Mendoza et al. 2008 ). In sunflower, the amount of HaWUS mRNA remains

essentially the same from 5 to 13 DAP, but increases significantly with

embryo development. Moreover, according to Arabidopsis (Mayer et al.

1998 ), HaWUS mRNA conserves the specific localization in embryo

developmental stages as well as in post-embryonic tissues. On the contrary,

HaL1L mRNA shows the highest value in 5 DAP embryos, gradually

decreases and reaches its minimum in 30 DAP embryos. Bearing in mind that
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AtWUS acts as both transcriptional activator and repressor, according to the

target gene, e.g., AG and ARR7 on which the WUSATA motives are placed in

the intron and in the 5′ promoter region, respectively, it would be interesting

to investigate if the position of the binding sequence makes the difference. In

this instance, a change in the effect of HaWUS on HaL1L transcription might

occur, at a restricted site or stage, depending on the WUSATA motif bound.

AQ3

A complex regulation for HaWUS is shown by the in silico
analysis

The in silico prediction of potential regulatory sites and of their organization

allows to greatly improve our understanding of gene expression and

regulation, and limits the amount of protein-DNA interactions to be tested

experimentally (Franco-Zorrilla et al. 2014 ; Keilwagen and Grau 2015 ).

Therefore, an increasing number of software packages are developed and

made available on the network [e.g., comprehensive lists are: (1) Plant

Promoter and Regulatory Element Resources at the Arabidopsis Information

Resource (TAIR) Tair: https://www.arabidopsis.org/portals/genAnnotation

/genome_annotation_tools/cis_element.jsp; (2) gene expression regulatory

sites and TFs—at the Health Sciences Library System (University of

Pittsburgh, USA): http://www.hsls.pitt.edu

/obrc/index.php?page=promoter_transcription_factors]. However, not all

motifs are functional elements or are simultaneously active, since TFs action

is dependent on the context. Therefore, only rigorous testing can determine

the actual working significance of each predicted specific target site (Geertz

and Maerkl 2010 ; Salvini et al. 2012 ).

In HaWUS, a number of motifs, scattered throughout the nucleotide sequence,

are indicative of complex relationship including those of WUS with its gene

itself and with NF-Ys, to which HaL1L belongs. Interesting new connections

are suggested that lead back to the involvement in regulatory mechanisms

sensitive to light or related to the circadian clock regulation and hormones,

such as gibberellins (GAs), abscisic acid (ABA), and auxin (Su et al. 2009 ;

Busch et al. 2010 ). Putative links are also identified for genes that were

already found to act on WUS, such as BELLRINGER (Bao et al. 2004 );

hormone-related APETALA2 (Liu et al. 2014 ), ASYMMETRIC LEAVES1

(AS1)–AS2 complex (Lodha et al. 2013 ), and POLYCOMB group genes (PcG)

(Liu et al. 2011 ).

In the context of the present report, a particular interest concerns the
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identification of putative motifs that lead back to the idea that

post-translational of histones, mainly methylation and acetylation, can

participate to HaWUS gene regulation.

MatInspector software recognizes a G/A-rich region of HaWUS nucleotide

sequence that represents the putative site for the binding of Basic

Pentacysteine Proteins (BPCs). BPCs are retained functionally equivalent

(Berger and Dubreucq 2012 ; Simonini et al. 2012 ) to GAGA-factors (GAFs)

that are not yet recognized in plants on the basis of conserved amino acid

sequences. In animals, e.g., Drosophila melanogaster, GAGA-factors can

interact with GAGAG sequences to recruit TrxG and PcG (Berger and

Dubreucq 2012 ). The general mechanisms of PcG protein functions are well

preserved although, in plants, different players appeared during evolution

(Hennig and Derkacheva 2009 ). PcG and Trithorax (TrxG) complexes control

the expression of developmental regulator genes through modifications of the

chromatin status, e.g., the deposition of the repressive H3K27me3 and the

activator H3K4me3, respectively (Aichinger et al. 2009 ; Berr et al. 2011 ;

Deng et al. 2013 ; Derkacheva and Hennig 2014 ; Mozgova and Hennig

2015 ).

The involvement of histone H3 methylation in HaWUS regulation is also

suggested by the presence of several other putative binding motives; e.g.,

PROMO software finds DNA-binding sequences for the ALFIN1-like protein

implied into the switch from the H3K4me3-associated active to the

H3K27me3-associated repressive transcription state of seed developmental

genes promoting seed germination (Molitor et al. 2014 ).

Other putative DNA sites for the binding of TFs resulted in additional interest,

because it can represent members of a most vast network to which different

post-translational histone modifications, methylation, and acetylation may

participate. They are YY1, the MYB-type transcription AS1/AS2 complex,

and AG. YY1, a multifunctional TF, acts as transcriptional activator and/or

repressor through the deposition of histone modifications (H3

acetylation/deacetylation and H3K27 methylation) (Srinivasan and Atchison

2004 ; Wilkinson et al. 2006 ; He et al. 2013 ; Atchison 2014; Lai et al. 2014 ).

Analogously, AS1/AS2 complex and AG were somehow correlated among

themselves and both with H3K27 methylation (Deng et al. 2013 , Lodha et al.

2013 ) and histone acetylation (Srinivasan and Atchison 2004 ; Luo et al.

2012 ; Lodha et al. 2013 ).
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The acetylation is another modification associated to gene regulation that in

A. thaliana affects K residues of the histones H3 and H4 (Berr and Shen 2010;

Berr et al. 2011 ). Specific acetylases (HATs) and deacetylases (HDCs) act

antagonistically to maintain the homeostatic balance of the histone

acetylation. Also HDC1 enhancer was identified that strengthen the repressive

effect of histone deacetylation on transcription (Perrella et al. 2013 ).

In A. thaliana, a histone acetylase, which is coded by AtGCN5 and is involved

in both long-term and short-term dynamic transcriptional regulations

(Benhamed et al. 2008 ; Berr et al. 2011 ), limits the domain of WUS

expression within the floral meristem turning on a WUS repressor through the

WUS/AG pathway (Bertrand et al. 2003 ). Moreover, in the termination of

floral stem cell maintenance in A. thaliana, AG represses WUS expression

recruiting PcG proteins to deposit H3K27me3 (Liu et al. 2011 ) with a still

unknown way.

A final remark concerns a particular regulatory region that might be involved

in the control of tissue specificity and levels of HaWUS transcription. In

sunflower, a 56 bp region is identified, from −515 to −570 bp upstream the

TSS (Supplementary Fig. S1), that could be equivalent to a 57 bp control

region necessary for transcription of AtWUS in niches of the inflorescence

meristem (Bäurle and Laux 2005 ).

Acetylated H3 and tri-methylated H3K4 coupled to
HaWUS and HaL1L during embryo development

Based on the above, we decided to perform a parallel analysis of histone

patterns associated with both HaWUS and HaL1L during embryo

development, referring to the acetylated histone H3 and to K4m3 of the same

histone, two chromatin marks positively regulating gene transcription. Our

interest in HaL1L derives from its presumed relationship with HaWUS

(Salvini et al. 2012 ; this report).

The same distribution patterns of H3K4me3 linked to short genes, as

described for A. thaliana seedlings (Zhang et al. 2009 ), were observed for

both HaWUS and HaL1L in 5 and 30 DAP embryos, respectively, (i.e., a lower

concentration of the histone mark in the promoter region in the respect to the

coding frame). In fact, Zhang et al. ( 2009 ) pointed out that as gene length

decreases, significantly more genes were found to contain H3K4me3 in their

3′ region. In particular, in the last, 200 bp short genes contain higher level of
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HeK4me3 than long genes. This is the case of the analyzed HaWUS region

located around 190 bp from the translation stop codons.

Similar observations are also reported in a study about H3K4me2, H3K4me3,

H3K9ac, and H3K27ac in O. sativa. Histone modifications were found

significantly enriched around transcription start sites (TSSs) but seldom near

transcription terminal sites (TTSs) of genes, which are not transposable

elements. Interestingly, the summits of the analyzed four histone modification

peaks were in the gene body region, downstream of the TSSs (Du et al.

2013 ).

Finally, as regards HaL1L, the lowest amounts of both acetylated H3 and

H3K4me3 were individuated coupled with the IS1 promoter region,

suggesting a negative correlation with DNA methylation. This latter

observation is in agreement with what detected in A. thaliana seedlings where,

however, the loss of DNA methylation generally does not triggers hyper-

H3K4me (Zhang et al. 2009 ).

Our information on the general progressive decrease in H3K4me3 and

acetylated H3 linked to HaL1L, in contrast to the enrichment of HaWUS

genomic region in both positive histone marks, during the transition from 13

to 30 DAP, are in agreement with our study on mRNA steady states. In fact,

the transcription of HaL1L decreases meanwhile the transcription of HaWUS

increases.

The demonstrated in vitro link of HaWUS/HaL1L supports the hypothesis of a

direct interaction of the WUS protein with the HaL1L gene during zygotic

embryo development, and the hypothesis of an inhibitory effect is

corroborated by the opposite transcriptional behavior. However, at 13 DAP,

the strong decrease in HaL1L transcript is uncoupled with a prominent

increase of HaWUS transcript. It is likely that, during embryo maturation,

HaL1L transcription is controlled by a complex gene network where HaWUS

is one of the key players. In the absence of direct experimental evidence, it is

difficult to draw any definitive conclusions, so at the moment we are only able

to present the data. However, it may be interesting to note that in a

developmental path of somatic embryogenesis redefined by WUS

overexpression, LEC1 is repressed. This suggests a predominance of WUS on

LEC1, whose driving force for embryo cell differentiation must be excluded in

order to fully maintain the embryonic potential (Zuo et al. 2002 ). In turn,

HaL1L could regulate HaWUS by the binding to motifs for NF-Y present on
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HaWUS genomic nucleotide sequence. Moreover, the sharing, between

HaWUS and HaL1L, of binding motives for several TFs, e.g., LFY or

BELLRINGER, could indicate the sharing of some complicate gene network.

The meaning of WUS expression in 30 DAP embryos remains to be explained.

It must be kept in mind that WUS may have unexpected roles. In Vitis vinifera,

Gambino et al. ( 2011 ) demonstrated that the level of VvWUS expression was

higher in embryos at the cotyledonary stage with respect to the torpedo stage.

Furthermore, time-dependent control of WOX genes expression has been

observed in Zea mays (Nardmann et al. 2007 ), Araucaria angustifolia (Schlög

et al. 2012 ), and Picea abies (Palovaara et al. 2010 ; Zhu et al. 2014 ) during

zygotic and somatic embryogenesis.
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